
Solutions by Nectar

How Transitioning from
Vendor Central to Seller Central 

Increases Amazon Profits



The Company
Orange Circle Studio is a boutique publisher of artistically 
designed calendars and planners for today’s consumers 
established in 2009. In 2011, the company expanded its 
boutique publishing to create Studio Oh! which sells 
artistically designed stationery and gifts. Orange Circle 
Studio and Studio Oh! were sold on Amazon’s Vendor 
Central platform making wholesale margins for the 
company. 



The Challenge
Orange Circle Studio selling to Amazon wholesale on Vendor 
Central began diminishing their profit margin. The company 
had poor quality product content and over 500 product 
listings that needed to be fixed to help their brand’s 
creditability.
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The Solution
Nectar developed the strategic plan for the 
company’s two brands to take back their 
Amazon’s profit margin by launching on 
Seller Central and executed it quickly. 

• Nectar recommended and transitioned the 
company from selling on Amazon’s Vendor 
Central to Seller Central. The benefits of Seller 
Central are improved margins through better 
pricing and branding control, more favorable 
payment terms, and less reliance on the 
relationship with Amazon.

Profit Margins



• Nectar reviewed every product listing on 
Amazon and compared it to Orange Circle 
Studio and Studio Oh! catalogs. Nectar 
developed and executed a plan to optimize 
every listing with high-quality content and 
proper variation organization. 

• Nectar created over 300 additional SKUs to 
sell on Amazon to drive new orders and 
brand awareness.

• Nectar grouped all the products together for 
ease of shopping and to aggregate reviews to 
rank higher in Amazon’s search engine 
results.

Listings



• Nectar drove brand awareness and new 
orders for Orange Circle Studio’s portfolio of 
products by creating a designated Storefront 
showcasing their two brands.

• Nectar differentiated Orange Circle Studio 
and Studio Oh! from their competition with 
stunning designs and compelling copy that 
accelerated the customer shopping journey 
with customized A+ templates for every 
product category.

• Nectar’s A+ content increased positive 
customer reviews.

• Nectar developed and designed infographics 
to highlight the key features of each product 
based on customer reviews to drive 
consideration and conversions.

Content



• Nectar developed integrated marketing 
campaigns with full-funnel advertising that 
significantly increased sales and Average 
Order Value at a much higher profit margin.

• Nectar’s comprehensive advertising strategy 
comprised the right mix of Sponsored 
Brands, Sponsored Products, and Sponsored 
Display on and off Amazon to drive qualified 
Storefront traffic and more conversions. 

Advertising

• Nectar performed comprehensive 
competitor and SEO research to build new 
and existing product listings to optimize 
Amazon’s search results with the right mix of 
sales copy.

SEO



The Results
Orange Circle Studio and Studio Oh! increased sales and 
their profit margin on Amazon by partnering with Nectar 
over selling wholesale to Amazon. Nectar also targeted 
new audiences and drove brand awareness with 
conversion driving advertising. Orange Circle Studio and 
Studio Oh! continue to partner with Nectar to scale their 
Amazon profit margins. 

Increased Monthly
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Outperformed 
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for the Entire Prior Year





Our Amazon Story
Nectar is a premier fully-managed 
Amazon services agency with a laser focus 
on increasing your profits. We partner as 
your Amazon Sales and Marketing team. 
Our expertise, partner centric nature, and 
innovation will take your Amazon business 
to unprecedented levels. 

Partnering with Nectar to fully 
manage our Amazon sales 

channel helped to grow our 
business fast. Their Amazon 

expertise knew it was best for 
us to transition from Vendor 

Central to Seller Central and it 
resulted in higher profits and 
more control of our brand. I 

recommend Nectar to 
businesses looking for
an Amazon sales and
marketing partner.” 

Daniel Whang,  
CEO/President at Orange Circle Studio and Studio Oh!
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